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Introduction

As geneticists look back, they see that mutated genes 
must have been responsible for Innumerable new characteristics 
in all kinds of animals and plants within the last few 
huMred years. From the Massachusetts farmer who found a 
peculiar lamb with a long, sagging back and very shost legs 
that made It impossible for him to jump fences, to the 
hornless Hereford calf that appeared In a kansas herd, 
have stimulated many as to the cause of these mutations,

Darwin was aware that new characteristics inex
plicably cropped out in living things, but not knowing 
anything about genes, he could not attach any importance 
to them. Today, the entire concept of evolution centers 
around gene mutation,

3ene mutations happen so rarely under natural con
ditions that geneticists have had little opportunity to 
find what cause© them. Even among the carefully watched 
Drosophila, thousands of flies had to b© counted and watched 
for every mutation that was found. The cause of these 
natural mutations are unknown, but natural and art if lcallfry 
caused mutations are brought about, and it is in this 
realm that we shall investigate.



CHAPfM IX

latural Mutatione

Gene mutations, the changes in the action of 
s ngle genes 9 are believed to he more important in 
bringing about changes in characteristics than are the 
alterations on grouping of the chromosomes*

Gene mutations may result from breakage, cleavage, 
or injury to the chromosome* Heceselve and dominant 
characteristics are the result of these mutations,

For a change in inherited characteristics to be 
Identified as a gene mutation, certain dondltions must 
be fulfilled. It must be possible to show that the change 
is not the result of ordinary recombinations, such as 
occur in Mendelian inheritance. It must be shown further 
that it is not a mere result of change of grouping of 
the genes or chromosomes. It also must be shown that 
the change in characteristics is due to change in action 
of a single gene* Bow this is done by the study of the 
method of inheritance, by proof that the inheritance is 
of the single factor type.

To the ordinary observer, mutations appear to 
happen very infrequently* fhese mutations occur in organisms 
subjected to certain conditions, and of course also in 
organisms left under natural conditions. One observer 
studied the fruit fly for twanty-five years and discovered



hundreds of mutations involving hundreds of genes* 
fhes© changes, that he observed were all naturally 
occuring and probably the result of essential alterations 
in the chemical or physiological constitution of the 
chromosomes and their genes.

fhese gen© mutations have occurred in geneB that 
affect all partB nd functions of the organism, so that 
p»actieally all knowledge of heredity in this organism 
is based on the mutations that have occurred, In the 
Droeophilia, the ordinary "Mid" individuals are ex
ceedingly dniform, producing very few mutations and 
breeding In the «expected Mendelian manner. Jut when 
a gene of one of theee becomes mutated, and this fruit 
fly ie mated with another in which that gene is not 
mutated, the descendants display 11 the rules and 
proportions expected and giving additional proof to 
theee Mendelian laws.

fbe same single z e n e , located at a definite point 
in the genetic system, becomes nutated in different 
individuals in different ways, so as to give different 
characteristics in each c se. In the Drosophila there
is a gene located at the point 1,6 near on© end of the 

*X-Cbromosome which cooperates with other genes in
producing the color of the eye. If this particular
gene and the others that work with It are in their
usual or normal oondition. tho color of the eye Is red,^  The" brinesiples of "Heredity, 1. E. "f'nyder, i>. 'I27'.,T'

I)7"o7T{SinTHd^o77i^on, 1946,



If this gene ie imitated in a certain way, the eye-color 
ohangeB to white. Other mutations in this game gene give 
other eye-colors, and in this way, hy different mutations 
of this single gone, a whole series of eye-oolors has 
"been produced, fhese eye-colors, resulting from different 
mutations, form a series of "multiple alleles".

Other genes in the Drosophila are also known to 
have heen changed in their effects hy mutation in many 
different ways, so that many series of multiple alleles 
are known to exist.

Shis change may he large or small in the degree 
of the change, fhe above eye change is very large, 
from red to white. iThis eye change may he only harely 
noticeable, just a very slight difference in shades of 
red. Most mutations are extremely small, or in other 
words, the results hardly noticeable.

The majority of mutations are «recessive. 2bat is 
usually only one of the pair o genes is mutated, and 
until so matched correctly, no manifestation will he 
apparent to the ol server. Only when both members of 
a pair of genes are mutated does the recessive mutation 
produce Its phenotypic effect.

Before continuing further this discussion of 
natural mutations, it had best be realised that there 
are two entirely different regions of the animal body 
there mutations occur; the body cells and germ cells* 
Mutations in the body cells causes changes in the body,



but these are not carried on to future generations. 
Mutations in the germ cells may caueo the mutation to 
be o*rried on to future generations, either as a 
recessive or dominant characteristic.



CHAPTM XX

AKTIi’ICALlf GAUSKD MUTAXIOHS

The appearance of a trait in a member of a family 
that is unknown to its parente and earlier members of 
their families, might suggest to the oasual observer 
that some gene has been changed. 2his is hi hly probable, 
and more than likely a natural change. Sow is it 
possible to induce such a change artifically?

First, what is a gene mutation? Curt Stern defines 
It thus:

"A new allele always arises from one 
already present and the process of change 
which either transforms the old allele, itself, 
or whith causes it to produce ® new type 
of daughter allele, is called a ftene 
mutation."
rrrT “  nnrrirrr

This alteration of the original gene results in a 
continued change of the gene which is passed on through 
the generations* But it must also be remembered that 
not just one gene has the whole eay about any particular 
organ, but the development of the body depends on the 
interaction of all the genes.

fhe remoteness of the developmental nd the 
genic level from each other raises a point worth 
stressing anew. It is that of the collaboration 
of numerous genes in the production of a trait.
Many dif.ferent processes, controlled by many 
different genic loci, are involved in the for
mation of a muscle of normal size and activity. 
Substitution of a mutant allele at any of the 
many loci raay result in a weakened, abnormal

Principles of Human Genetics. Curt Stern, p. 428, 
u\ PI. Freeman & Co. 1949.
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muscle» Dhere Is, then, neither a specific 0&ne 
"for abnormal m u s c l e b u t  a large group of genes 
concerned primarily with biochemical reactions 
which, at an early embryonic stage, are not yet 
part of muscular physiology or development and 
whose reaction products are but Intermediates in the 
interweaving processes which finally lead to 
the formation of a muscle. L
fhe mutations that occur artificially and naturally, 

do so not gradually as in a process of evolution, but 
spontaneously, yielding all at once completely new 
characteristics in the species, fhie is a very positive 
proof against the theory of acquired characteristics, in 
that w© should expect a slow, gradual change, rather than 
this abrupt departure from the norm* How this spontaneous 
change, when it coiaes about, can have a beneficial or 
harmful result* A favorable result in the plant or ahlmal 
would by definition, cause a strong and hardy variation 
and better able to exist under the envircmental conditions. 
If this mutant change occurred sc that it weakened the 
strain, this mutated str; in would not survive, or at least 
would be much weakened.

In the study of gene mutations, the prolonged waiting 
through generations and generations for a natural mutation 
to occur, led to the discovery of artificial ways to pro- 
duoe a mutation. Uhls accomplishment of the artficial 
production of mutations has occurred only recently, With 
this ability now known to deliberately alter the germ 
plasm and to control the variation of anim Is and plants 
b / direct nd li med late means opens a broad door to the 
Geneticist.
t ,— rracrpT'isBi r : r " *
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dhemioally Caused Mutations

In Sngland some time ago there appeared a hlaok
moth in a species of white moths. This rarity became
ooramoner as the years pro .reeeed and was especially
prevelant in certain manufacturing district?. It was
more common in industrial regions and near big cities th n
in urban regions.

"... In Sorth Durham, for instance, professor 
Harrison records that the moth Ypsletes trifasciata 
was transformed from the normal light type to 
a dark one within twelve years; in 1898 no 
black mutants had been seen, while by 1910 the 
original light type was hardly to be found.
Hather later than in Britain, melanlc moths 
began to appear in other countries, but always 
in areas where industrialism had reached a 
certain pitch,
Moreover* wherever the greedlng behavior had been 

tested, the two forms have been found to differ in one 
Mendelian gene only, dark being almost always dominant 
to white. 'Ihere was no known advantage in this change 
of color that would help the insect protectively.

"How all green things in industrial districts 
are coated with a grime that is rich in poisonous 
met?Hie salts. It occurred to Harrison, struck 
by the coincidence between the distribution of 
black moths and of industrial smoke, that this 
might be the cause of the change, Accordingly he 
made the caterpillars of var'ou© moths eat tiny 
quantities of heavy metals, especially lead and 
nan-anene, with their food. His suspicion waB 
justified; in the metal fed cultures a few mutants 
with black wings appeared, Moreover, the colour, 
once it had been produced, bred true even without 
further metal-feeding. The ohemical agencies had

Y i jphe Science of Life. B, G, Cell's:"p. 695;
Uoubleday, Doran & Co., Inc., Hew York, 1931.



induced permanent changes in the germ-plasm." 2 
Here then appears to he a proof that chemical sul- 

stances can actually induce mutations in animals. This 
must he distinguished from the theory that individual 
animal?? respond in a favorable way to some factor in'I
its surroundings and the response is sue posed to he 
inherited.

s . ' ih-id':;—  ssr;
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Mutations Caused by physical Moans

Genes appear to be as molecular structures and
therefore should be subject to certain physical as
well as chordoal influences.

» « .If genes are molecular configuratione» then 
the laws which govern the stability or atomic com
pounds should apply to them, These laws involve 
the fact that bonds between atoms will break 
and consequently permit the formation of new 
chemical compounds if sufficient energy is 
applied to them, The high stability of genes 
seems to signify that a considerable amount of 
energy Is required to effect changes in their 
molecular structure* but their occasional natural 
fluctuations may be of external origin, as 
temperature oeciHations in the immediate en
vironment of the genej or they isay be internal to 
the gene itself, such as changh concentration 
on some specific bond of the interatomic energy 
which is normally distributed over the whole 
gen© molecule. *
low if w© take Drosophila and apply the physical 

agent of heat, we observe that a definite mutation takes 
place.

Muller found that the number of mutations is 
slightly increased when organisms are kept at a high 
temperature-29 degrees in place of £0 degrees.
Then Goldschmidt end after him J olios employed 
heat that was destructive, up to 37 degrees. • . • 
Again the survivors show injuries and weaknesses 
of various kinds. And again the progeny of survivors 
show inherited abnormalities and peculiarities 
which are found to be due to gene mutations. The 
same types of mutations are produced by heat as occur 
spontaneously and under radiation; they are In
herited In the same manner. 2

X I Principles of“ll^an '̂iJinitlc'S7~Gurf Gtern. o, 4&£.
C  ' Freeman & to-.,’ San Francisco, 1949»,

2. Genetics» H, S. Jennings, p. 348, 
r!7 ~fTTforben & Co., ^ew York, 1936,



Sollos stated later that by continueI subjection
to high temperature for many succeeding generations a
series of gradations is thus produced, each one hereditary
at ordinary temperatures, but passing from slight changes
in earlier generations to very great changes in later
generations»

» » «the red color o* the eye was, but the sub» 
Jection of successive generations to heat, caused 
to become lighter end lighter until it was yellowish 
and unti} finally entirely white eyes were pro» 
duced. The mutations to which these changes in 
eye-color were due wore all in the gene "white," 
at the locus l,f> in the X-chremoeem©; this is 
perhaps the best known gene in the fruit-fly,
Thus what could b© called directed mutations were 
induced, series of changes in a certain direction 
for successive generations;.what might be called 
experimental orthogenesis, ^

T .— ITTd., p.-'S457
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Mutations Saufsect by Had 1 at ion

In 1927, Professor He naan J* Muller of the University 
of Texas* discovered that If flies were exposed to X-rays, 
Bint at ions would occur at out 150 times ae often. This 
discovery led to the speculation that perhaps some sort 
of natural emanations or atmospheric disturbances like 
cosmic rays, produced the imitations in nature. Flies 
were taken up into different altitudes, or into mines 
or regions whore natural radiations were known to he 
more intense, nod it was found that the rate of mutations 
were speeded up. How thee© rays appear to he random shots 
in «I? dark, which hit genes Indiscriminately, Thus 
there is no way of predicting which gene will he hit 
or what mutation will ho caused. Most mutations are 
so slight as to he hardly noticeable, but whatever the 
effect, in the vest majority to oases it is harmful.
Only once In many times does a mutation produce any 
change that could he oo eidered benefloiftl.

knowing now that X-rays can cause a gene to mutate, 
w© have some clue as to what happens. The gene is, 
in the opinion of many geneticists, a molecule of living 
matter mad© up of a ei ngle or compound molecule. The 
number of atoms in each gene, and the way they are 
arranged is believed to determine its behavior. The 
arrangement of the atoms might be changed, or some other 
disturbed, resulting in what is evident to the observer 
as a mutation.
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The quantity of radiation in terms of X-rays, which 
is the radiant energy absorbed within a given volume, is 
measured in Rcntgtm unite.

Physically, the does of radiation is determined 
by the amount of ionisation caused by irradiation, 
and this amount itself is inferred from ionisation 
caused by irradiation, and this amount iieslf is 
inferred from the quantity qi a current which flows 
through an air-filleft chamber as a result o? ion
isations» In tissue, lr causes about two ionisations 
in a cubic nicron or, stated differently, about 
1.6 X 10x£ ion pairs to the number of atomg in one 
cc. of tissue, which is of the order of 10 2 ̂ or 
100 billion tiEussae large. *
There is a direct proportion between the *iontgen 

units of radiation received and the mutations resulting.

The relation .for high dosages according to the 
experiments of several investigators. The broken line 
represents the expected curve if some necessary 
corrections are applied to the straight, solid line. 2

1." Principles' ‘of "|umiMrUe^ ' &tera."‘:~Tp. '43£ .
I T X  Rreeiaan & To. ,"~San 'r'raac ise o, 1949. 

g. ibid., p. 433«

mutan
o

Dosage in R units
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The proportionality rule has been proved to 
hold over a wide range. » . . ,the relation is 
essentially linear over the range from 25r to 
several thousand x% It has further been shown that 
the frequency of induced mutations ie independent 
of the time o^er which the radiation is applied, 
Thus, the yield of mutations is the same whether 
n dose of ICCOr has been given within 10 seconds 
or over 30 minutee, or whether it has been 
applied in fractional doses 100r at a time or 
continuously. °

The genie mutation caused within a given volume 
has been interpreted as the Target Theory of radiation 
effects.

It ie assumed that a. genic mutation or 
chromosomal break is caused within a specific 
volume, the «target" by a single ionization 
which provides the necessary energy for molecular 
transformation* A low doe© of irradiation pro
duces a low number of ionizations; thus there is 
a low probability of hitting the target, A high 
dose of irradiation produces a high number of 
ionization; thus, there is a higher probability 
of a hit. This tingle-hit target theory accounts 
for the fact that the duration of irradiation and 
fractionation of dosage are of no importance in 
the frequency of mutations m  long as the total 
dose, that is, the total number of ionizations, 
is kept constant, -
This target theory produces tremendous consecuences, 

if It is correct, in the frequency of mutations due to 
low doses of radiation. Mow this theory, stated briefly, 
eaye that even a very small exposure would be expected 
to induce mutations proportional in number to the 
amount of irradiation.

3", ' f b x d,, "p"*" ~*?33» 
4. ibid,» p, 424,
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of V 
breaks 

3

v<9 Dosage ol? R u* its **
The relation between k-ray dosage and frequency 
of induced chromosomal breaks in cells of a grasshopper. ®

There should be no threshold or radiation below 
which point mutatione should not be produced. The 
experimental results agree with this expectation.
The absence of & lower threshold in the production 
of many other agents, such as chemicals ‘.Vhich, at 
certain doses, are harmful or lethal to man tut 
which osn be administered without any ill effects 
in large amounts as long a® they are given in small 
doses at properly spaced time intervals. liadiati on, 
likewise, has such a threshold effect in respect to 
bodily consequences. An 1-ray dose of SOOr, given 
within a few minutes will c auso seoond-degre© *1 urns" 
of the skin; but the same dose given in ten fractions 
over one month will not cause any irritation. The

r; m s r r p . ~ 4 3 F :



difference between (1) the threshold phenomena 
and {2} the time-independent proportionality ef ect 
seems to lie in the fact that the first are concerned 
with reversible physiological processes uhlefc 
permit continuous repair of small damage, while the 
second is irreversible, namely, a mutant change of 
a gene, 6
It has been estimated that the average probability of 

an induced mutation will U  1 to ICC million with a radiation 
of Ir per individual gene*

low in comparison with the natural rate of mutation 
and that rate artificially produced by radiation, we find in 
the Proeoptila that to double the caused percentage of 
mutation we must subject the fly to approximately 50r,
In tear this amount has been estimated to be approximately 
2Q0r,

The effects of somatic mutatione depend upon two
things; whether the mutation has been induce*. into a oell
which does not divide in the future or in a cell that
will undergo division at a later date. In the first
case, unless the dose of irradiation were excessively
high and a tremendous number of cells destroyed, it is
doubtful that any serious results or true Mutations
would occur. But in the second ease of a coll that
will divide, a imitation will be transmitted,

♦ , .that of induction of rcutati©*t In a somatic 
oell which will continue to divide, a gene mutation 
will be transmitted to all descendants of the 
originally affected cell (unless the mutations 
kills the cell). Should a recessive mutant have 
been induced, leading from an original AA geneotype 
to Aa, no phenotypic effect would be observable,
Tut those mutant cells which obtain a dominant or 
homozygous sex-linked allele will be phenotypleally 
abnormal. I f  the descendants of the original mutant

T. rsrau, p." 4 3 5 ,
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oell remain together, ae in the most tissues»
& seeter of mutant eelIs till he formed, If 
the daughter cells become dispersed,, ae whit© 
bleed cells do, a fraction of the total number 
cf circulat lag cells will have the mutant geno
type, r
AS for gametic mutations; it is a fact that when 

the germ cell is penetrated with X-rays, the mutated 
results are passed onto future generations. It is in this 
field, from the results of nuclear fisslofa, that much 
-work and interest lie.

Autosomal gene mutations with dominant effects, 
in fully penetrant, will become phenotypical .ly 
oh7 ous among the children of irradiated in
dividuals, I f  the mutants cause serious abnormalities, 
the reproductive fitness of individuals carrying 
tfc**m will be low and these allele© will die out 
within a few generations, . * ,If affected in- 
divl&uals are relatively unfit to reproduce, the 
sex-linked recessive, too, will soon disappear 
from, the populati on,
According to the Mendelian law, if the rut at ion 

causing gene is recessive, of course the phenotypic 
results will not show up unless mated with another 
percon of like genis structure or doubly recessive# 
fhre© results can • appear with the completa reproductive 
unfitness of the affected individual#

Under theee conditions; {Xj ii&oh single 
dominant mutation causes death or non-reproduction
of one Individual in the fi H  generation, '2) 
a sex-linked mutation cause© one death or non-
rep reduction in one or a fow 'generations, and
(3) two identical recessive mutation» induced 
independently cause, Jointly, one death or non- 
reproduct ion at some time within hundreds or 
•thousands of years after the- occurrence of the 
mutation, *

a . .....' i b i d v,1 p ,  ur: — ----------------  — --------------------------------------------
9, ibid., p, 441»



Gonelusion

We see in the effects o? mutations by artific&l 
means particularly, a threat of some importance brought 
about by irradia ion. But the benefits of these recent 
discoveries greatly outnumber the wrorgs which could 
result from its use. i’he prying from nature of her 
secrets and laws is a tedious and tremendous job; the 
beginning made with physical, ch«miaul, and irradiation 
me ns can be of immeasurable value to man, with further 
diaooveries, in produoing a healthier, stronger, and 
more adaptable animal and plant kingdom on this earth.
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